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Press Release
INTRODUCING 21CONNECT
Setting a New Standard for Online Life Insurance Portfolio Management – 21CONNECT
Minneapolis, MN January 23, 2014: Today, TwentyFirst—a leading provider of insurance portfolio
management, policy analytics, life expectancy underwriting and related insurance services—announced the launch
of its new online portfolio management platform. “21CONNECT is a state of the art, flexible portfolio management
platform, which complements our experienced team of insurance analysts and servicing professionals,” stated Ralph
Medici, Managing Director of TwentyFirst. 21CONNECT combines full policy and insured servicing tools, mortality
data and historical underwriting information regarding the insureds in our client’s portfolios. These developments are
the culmination of 12 months of information technology development conducted by TwentyFirst.
21CONNECT will benefit any owner or manager of life insurance portfolios by providing them unique tools to
analyze, manage and enhance the performance of their policies.
Features within the new 21CONNECT platform include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exclusive access to our Actual to Expected calculator –The A to E calculator gives clients access to
underwriting data on over 90,000 unique lives
Real time access to insured and policy data
Detailed insured and policy reporting
Advanced portfolio search functionality and document management tools
Historical underwriting data and medical record/prescription drug access
Easy to use interface with ability to download information into Microsoft Excel
Access to our experienced premium optimization team with a 400 product library

“We’ve experienced tremendous growth in our servicing business over the last two years and are happy to
provide our clients with access to 21CONNECT, a system with unique capabilities to help them improve the value of
their insurance portfolios,” added Kurt Gearhart, CEO of TwentyFirst.
About 21st Services, LLC – TwentyFirst is an independent, nationally recognized organization specializing in
life insurance services, including, policy analysis, reporting, life expectancy underwriting and portfolio management.
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